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Rawso n Cup Comes Home!
1990 - 2003. En d of twelve- year drought.
After more than a decade, the Rawson Cup
has returned to St Paul’s in the closest
competition for many years. In what was a
truly tremendous competition in 2003, the
winner was not decided until the final sport
of the year, Athletics. Although Paul’s,
Andrew’s and Wesley were all possible
winners on the night, the real competition
was between Paul’s and Wesley.
Paul’s established an early lead in the season
through domination in the traditional Rawson
sports. St Paul’s again won the cricket under the leadership of
Sydney University First Grade captain, Shane Stanton. In
rowing, St Paul’s recorded its fourth straight win in impressive
style, pulling away from the St Andrew’s VIII by several lengths.
Special mention must go to the Senior Student, Hadley Milne,
who has been central to the crew over all four years of Rawson
Cup dominance.
Playing without star freshers Daniel Halangahu (Australian
Schoolboys’ XV) and Luke Inman (NSW Waratahs), the
St Paul’s rugby XV proved its depth in claiming yet
another Victory Dinner for the College, with strong
victories over all three Colleges.
St Paul’s was then forced to watch its lead diminish as it suffered
its perennial mid-season blues. Swimming saw Paul’s come in
third place, whilst in tennis, Paul’s was came a disappointing
second following a painful and freakish on-court injury to key
player, Christian Le Loux.

The soccer team was also unable to
guarantee the return of the Rawson Cup,
despite valiant efforts on the field. An early
loss to St Andrew’s College was more than
made-up for by a vigorous and hard-won
defeat of the much-fancied Wesley side.
St Andrew’s College continued its winning
form to claim the soccer and turn the
competition into a three-horse race.
Basketball once again proved the College’s
Achille’s Heel. Although putting in months of
pre-season training, and despite coming agonisingly close, the
team was unable to break the College’s 13-match losing
streak, stretching back to 1999. The collapse of the allstar American St John’s team led to the worst possible
outcome for St Paul’s, with three Colleges within reach of
the Rawson Cup at the start of Athletics, and the College
needing a second to guarantee the return of ‘Harry’. A
strong team effort saw this challenge ably met, with Paul’s
coming within a whisker of victory.
This saw Paul’s win the Rawson Cup outright for the first
time since 1990 (NB St Paul’s tied with St Andrew’s in
1996). The Rawson Cup Victory Dinner was celebrated
in fine style, with a superb combination of revived
traditions and new touches. However, it was not until the
Warden raised the Cup and drained it of the Moët &
Chandon, that the College was truly able to claim that it
had ‘brought Harry Home’!
[See Results on Page 3]

Vale Kenneth John Cable, AM
MA, HonDLitt, MA(Cantab), ThD(ACT), FRAHS, FSAG, FCEHS
26.4.1929 - 5.9.2003
Fellow of St Paul's College, 1972-2003; Vice-Warden, 1960
It is with much sadness that the St Paul's College Union reports the passing of Dr Ken Cable.
His extraordinary range of commitments and involvements to many Sydney institutions
including St Paul's College will be recorded in the 2003 edition of The Pauline.
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End of `Milno' Era:
Sub-Warden to Depart
by The Warden

James Bell presents Hamish Milne with a
farewell gift from the Warden and Fellows

When Hamish Milne MPhil MBA leaves St Paul's at the
end of 2003, not only will he leave a big SubWardenical gap, but many other areas of College life
will experience `the void' until new men step up.
Hamish has been `Mr College' and most areas in which
things actually get done have felt his touch.
Boomalakka is one domain in which he has been the
sine qua non since 1996. Many editions of The Pauline
(and many Paulines in residence) have been rescued by
him, and he has been Union Secretary since Sept 2000.
Hamish entered College in 1992, was Assistant SubWarden in 1997-8 and became Sub-Warden in April
1999. His academic pathway to the MPhil was focussed on
the history of St Paul's, and with the death of Ken Cable,
Hamish's theses `The Origins of St Paul's College 18501875, and `Another Fifty Years - St Paul's College 19001950’ become indispensable works towards the long
awaited and much hoped for College history, not only as
fixed texts, but as the works of a current voice that
knows and loves the place. Hamish worked as Assistant
Business Manager for the College through the period of
Albert Wing planning and construction, and again into
the great Olympic venture when Westpac staff from all
over Australia enjoyed our hospitality.
He then
undertook a full-time MBA at the Australian Graduate
School of Management.
I am glad of the opportunity to put in print my thanks to
Hamish. He has always supported the College at every
level of its life, and it has been a pleasure to have him in
the Sub-Warden's Chair these several years.
On behalf of the College I wish Hamish every happiness
in his move to Perth, Western Australia, and look
forward to a West Australian column in great editions
of Boomalakka to come.
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College Sesquicentenary
and Alumni Officer
As part of planning and implementing celebrations for the
150th anniversary of the College in 2006, the College will
be making this new appointment.
The Sesquicentenary and Alumni Officer will assist the
Warden for the equivalent of 3 days per week from
February 2004. The appointee will report directly to the
Warden but liaise actively with other senior members of
staff, the Sesquicentenary Committee, the St Paul's
College Union and the St Paul's College Foundation.
The appointee will work with the Committee to plan,
develop, publicise and implement the events of 2006 and
those leading up to it, and to strengthen connections
between Paulines and their College.
An ideal person to fill the position will exist amongst
Paulines or friends or colleagues. The appointee will be a
person of initiative, and will take a personal interest in the
programs and events of the College, its alumni, friends
and supporters; seeking to consolidate and strengthen
alumni interest in the College. The appointment may
extend beyond the Sesquicentenary year.
A more full description of the position can be obtained
from the Warden's Secretary, Mrs Alison Rosenberg.

The Warden of St Paul's College
invites you and your family and friends to

Towards Bethlehem
Carols in the College Chapel
on Tuesday 25 November
at 7.30pm
with a Champagne Supper to follow
in the Junior Common Room

The announcement of the inaugural
John Lehane Scholarship
and presentation of the
first John Lehane Medallion
will be made at the conclusion of the Service

The launch of the
APB Bennie Choral Scholarships
will be celebrated in the Junior Common Room
RSVP
by Tuesday 18 November
9550 7444; llewis@usyd.edu.au
Please advise number attending
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SPORTING NEWS
Rawson Cup Round-up
OVERALL RESULT
1. St Paul's College (25 pts)
3. St Andrew's College (19 pts)
2. Wesley College (24 pts)
4. St John's College (4 pts)
1. St Paul's College
2. Wesley College

CRICKET
3. St John's College
4. St Andrew's College

ROWING
3. Wesley College (6:36.22)
1. St Paul’s College (6:10.48)
2. St Andrew’s College (6:20.22) 4. St John’s College (7:05.08)
1. St Andrew’s College
2. Wesley College
1. St Paul's College
2. Wesley College

SWIMMING
3. St Paul’s College
4. St John’s College
RUGBY
3. St John's College
4. St Andrew's College

Round 1: St Paul's def St Andrews'. Wesley def St John's.
Round 2: St Paul's def St John's.
Wesley def St Andrew's.
Round 3: St Paul's def Wesley.
St John's def St Andrew's.
1. Wesley College
2. St Paul's College

TENNIS
3. St Andrew's College
4. St John's College

Round 1: St Paul's def St Andrew's. Wesley def St John's.
Round 2: Wesley def St Andrew's. St Paul's def St John's.
Round 3: Wesley def St Paul's.
St Andrew's def St John's.
1. St Andrew’s College
2. St Paul’s College

SOCCER
3. Wesley College
4. St John’s College

Round 1: St Andrew's def St Paul's. Wesley def St John's.
Round 2: St Andrew's def St John's. St Paul's def Wesley.
Round 3: St Andrew's def Wesley. St Paul's def St John's.
1. St Andrew’s College
2. Wesley College

BASKETBALL
3. St John’s College
4. St Paul’s College

Round 1: St Andrew's def Wesley. St John's def St Paul's.
Round 2: St Andrew's def St Paul's. Wesley def St John's.
Round 3: St Andrew's def St John's. Wesley def St Paul's.
1. Wesley College
2. St Paul's College

ATHLETICS
3. St John's College
4. St Andrew's College

Other Sporting news
• The following current residents were awarded University
Blues: Cricket - Peter Sanders; Rowing - Andrew
Wilson, Nicholas Hudson, and Michael Valli.
• Alistair Baxter (96-98) has cemented himself into the
Wallabies squad after a successful Test debut against New
Zealand in August. Selected in the starting XV for the
Rugby World Cup opener against Argentina, he has had a
successful tournament at the time of printing. A qualified
architect, Al works for the Cox Group.
• Matt Souter (96-98) and Rob Snow (96-97) are gearing
up for their 6th and 10th Sydney to Hobart Race
respectively on the Brindabella at the end of this year.

Sub-Warden from 2004
Expressions of Interest
The Warden wishes to appoint a Sub-Warden in
good time for the 2004 Academic year.
The Sub-Warden represents the Warden in a
number of College and intercollegiate settings, and
has a particular responsibility for the evening and
weekend aspects of College life. The Sub-Warden
leads by example in deepening and strengthening
the College ethos.
This residential position may suit a person currently
involved in the University or a person with
experience of College life whose professional
circumstances are consistent with the ordinary
routines of the College Calendar.
The College is made up of undergraduate (150) and
graduate (40) members, and the Sub-Warden has
defined roles with respect to the Students' Club and
with the Council of the College.
The Sub-Warden assists the Senior Tutor with the
life of the Senior Common Room, and participates
in the ordinary and celebratory calendar of the
College year. The College dines together formally
five nights a week.
To the extent that the College needs a disciplinary
officer, the Sub-Warden carries out this role.
The Sub-Warden, with the Assistant Sub-Warden
and a number of residential assistants, maintains a
duty-profile of after hours and weekend service
within the College.
An attractive on-campus apartment is provided as
well as an honorarium.
It is possible that the position may be combined with
other roles within the College, such as Alumni &
Development, and Chaplaincy to make it a full time
position.
Inquiries and expressions of interest should be sent to:
The Warden, The Rev'd Canon Dr Ivan Head,
St Paul's College, Sydney University NSW 2006
or by E-mail to: ihead@mail.usyd.edu.au

Students’ Club Committee for 2004
Senior Student
Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer
Committee

Peter Sanders
Tom Nicholls
Nick Brown
Tom Abbott
Angus Esslemont
Richard Higgins
Tim Low
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‘Outside Sydney’
Newcastle & The Hunter:

Our ranks in Newcastle
include: Jack Sippe (61-65) (whose son Angus was in College
until recently) and Jim Cannington (54-59), who carries on the
family’s legal practice, one of the oldest in the Hunter.
Warren Pengilley (57-62) has for ten years been Professor
of Commercial Law at the University of Newcastle. He
looks forward to the birth of his first grandchild and
retirement next year. He remains Special Counsel with
Deacons with which firm he was a partner for ten years
(1983-1993). Warren was awarded the 2002 Convocation
Medal for Professional excellence and, in 2003, the
Centenary Medal for devotion to law, the enhancement of
education and promoting international understanding.
Some of the medicos in the area include Leonard Allen
(69-74) (Nuclear Med at Royal Newcastle), Andrew
Harrison (73-77) (Dentist), Robert Henderson (70-75)
(Opthalmic Surgeon), Allan White (63-68) (Psychiatrist),
and Michael Hayes (92-95) (basic trainee in adult
medicine). Further up the valley Richard Abbott (1974)
has a medical practice in Singleton. David Evans (90-93,
00) still with Médecins sans Frontières.
David Barton (79-81), a veterinarian, is at the Cessnock
Veterinary Hospital.

Paulines in Phnom Penh
2003 has seen a 200% increase in the Old Pauline
community in Cambodia.
Nicolas McConnell
(formerly Nic Jools, 93-96) working as an Engineer on
various provincial infrastructure construction projects
with the Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation,
was joined this year by Edward Nicholas (94-95) and
Tim de Mestre (88-91) and their respective partners.
Edward lives in Phnom Penh working as a legal adviser with
regional law firm, DFDL, and his wife, Sarah, is expecting
their first child. Tim is a business development adviser with
the AusAID-funded Agricultural Quality Improvement
Program and also lives in Phnom Penh with wife, Vanessa,
and their son, Darcy.
Edward and Tim have added new potency to the second
row of Phnom Penh's rugby side, Les Pilliers d'Angkor
(The Pillars of Angkor), while Nic's sporting
contribution since his appearance in the capital has been
limited to touch football, in which he has shown no
improvement since he was Tip Convenor in 1994!
– Evan Kanarakis

Arts News
• Evan Kanarakis (93-98) has had his first book
published - 'Sex, Drugs and Mum in the Front Row - The
Trials & Tribulations of the Pub Rock Band' (Allen &
Unwin). A humorous look at the pub rock music scene in
Australia, the book was launched on 29 October at the
Annandale Hotel by Adam Spencer (92-95). Adding to
the Pauline flavour of the evening, the original line-up of
legendary College band Bigphallica (Tim Bullock,
Morgan O'Neill, Damian de Boos-Smith, Jock Elder,
Hamish Rosser, Simon Erratt) thrilled the crowd,
reforming after 6 years! Appleseed (Tim Elder, Jock
Elder, Bob Trigg) also played after a two-year hiatus from
the pub rock scene. The music for the night wrapped up
with Live at Nine (Hugh Nicholas). A capacity crowd was
predominantly made up of Paulines of various vintages
spanning 1988-2002.
• In early October, two Paulines were prominently
involved in the SSO Concert at the Opera House conducted
by Sir Charles Mackerras, which included the first
performance in Australia of the original version of
Janacek's Glagolitic Mass. David Drury (Director of Music)
played the organ, which has an extensive part in the piece including a solo section all of its own; and Antony
Chesterman (84-85) (‘on loan' from the Australian
Chamber Orchestra) played oboe.
• Gordon Beattie (70-72) is a freelance writer, director,
trainer and consultant with over 30 years professional
experience in Theatremaking. He is now a director of the
creative consultancy Arrow Solutions and is working as a
consultant in Canberra for both the Jigsaw Theatre
Company and for the National Museum of Australia. He
also runs the Brogo River Bakery in Southern NSW, which
specialises in sourdough gourmet and health breads.
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Assistant Sub-Warden from 2004
Expressions of Interest
The Warden would be grateful of some assistance
in the following matter.
Mr Hugh Howey, a former senior Student of the
College, returned to Paul's in 2003 for some `pleasant
challenges' as Assistant Sub-Warden while
completing his Dip Ed. Hugh anticipates taking up
a teaching appointment in the New Year, and the
College will need a new Assistant to the SubWarden.
Much of the role is covered in the assumption
expressed in the title - that the person assists the
Sub-Warden in a variety of settings; and the
material descriptive of that position is found in this
edition of Boomalakka. There may well be a
Pauline who knows someone whose academic or
professional pathway draws him to the College in
2004, and who might be the man for this position.
Please let me know.
As well as inviting inquiries and expressions of
interest, I take this opportunity to thank Hugh for
his year as Assistant Sub-Warden and to wish him
every success and happiness in his teaching career.
Ivan Head, Warden.
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General Pauline News
Engagements:
James Swinburn (94-97) to Katherine Young.
Mal Nutt (95-98) to Lindall Duffy

Marriages:
Tim Elder (96-98) to Pip Reynolds

Births:
Michael Coper (64-68) a daughter, Elizabeth Rose 30.9.02
Angus Trigg (93-96) a daughter, Ana Sophia 30.9.03
Andrew Sinclair (91-94) a daughter, Sophie Gabrielle 9.03

Deaths:
• Willis Robert Ashton (2000) – was tragically killed in a
car accident in May 2003.
• Alexander Binnie (1927) - Memorial Service was held
on 10 July at All Saints Anglican Church, Singleton.
• Kenneth John Cable AM, (Vice Warden 1960, Fellow
1972-03) – See Page 1, and obituaries in The Pauline.
• The Reverend Ernest Douglas Oldaker Crawford,
BA, ThL(Moore) (Fellow 1973-1990)
• Francis J Croll (1954) – Cardiologist.
• William Bloomfield Haydon (2000-01) at Murrurundi.
• John Gerard [‘Gerry’] Trude (27-33) Architect Worked in Sydney and Newcastle and in 1936 opened an
Architecture practice in Brisbane. After overseas war
service, he resumed his practice in 1946, retiring in 1988.

Pauline Grapevine
1940s – Jock Allingham (40-41) has been Patron of the
Charters Towers Rugby Union Football Club since its
‘reformation’ in 1980.
1950s - Sir Robert Woods (1957) was recently admitted to
the position of Bishop’s Chancellor of the Diocese of Bathurst
succeeding the Hon. Justice Peter Young after 25 years. Sir
Robert has also been re-appointed as an acting judge of the
District Court of NSW. Rev George Garnsey (54-57)–
although now officially retired, is still working as hard as ever on
church and university work. He is lecturing at St John’s College,
Morpeth, where he was Principal (1980-91) and has started a
PhD (part time) at The University of Newcastle.

1960s – Professor Frank Nicholas (67-68) has received
the 2003 Helen Newton Turner medal for his outstanding
contribution to genetic improvement of Australian livestock.

1970s

– Peter Riddell (1970) was awarded a personal
chair in Islamic Studies at London Bible College, Brunel
University, in May. He has lived in London with wife
Anna, daughter Rachel (11) and son James (3) since early
1996. Simon Hawke (77-78) is returning to Australia after
14 years in the UK. He was initially the Australian
Association of Neurologists Fellow at the National
Hospital Queen Square, then undertook research in Oxford
before taking up a Senior Lectureship at Imperial College
London and becoming Consultant Neurologist at Charing
Cross hospital. His recent work has made substantial

progress towards developing treatment for prion diseases
such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). He will be
returning to develop research programs at the new Brain
and Mind Institute in the University of Sydney and to
clinical neurological practice in Orange.
Damon
Bidencope (78-80) – is currently president of Bidencope
and Associates, a real estate appraisal firm, in Charlotte,
North Carolina.

1980s – Andrew White (85-88) is General Counsel &
Company Secretary at McGuigan Simeon Wines Limited,
based in Adelaide.
Vin Cox (1986) has recently
established his own bloodstock agency following a 14year association with William Inglis and Son Ltd, and will
represent the North American-based auction company
Keeneland in Australasia. He served Inglis as an
auctioneer, associate director and sat on the company’s
board of directors from 1996 to 2002. Nick van Gelder
(85-87) is Managing Director of Macquarie Bank’s
Korean Infrastructure Fund (KRIF). Developed using
funds sourced specifically from institutions in a foreign
market, in this case primarily large Korean insurance
companies and pension funds, KRIF is Macquarie’s first
infrastructure fund with a specific geographic mandate.
Jeffrey Looi (86-89), a psychiatrist (FRANZCP, 1999),
was awarded the prestigious Organon Junior Research
Award at the 2003 College Ceremony for the Royal
Australian and New Zealand College in May this year.
The award acknowledges the outstanding research
contribution made by a researcher within five years of
receiving accreditation as a psychiatrist. Jeff’s research
interests are in the understanding and treatment of cognitive,
emotional and brain-structural aspects of neurodegenerative
disorders of ageing (such as Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson’s
Disease, Stroke-related disorders) and late-life depression,
anxiety and psychosis. He is currently senior lecturer in
the Centre for Mental Health Research & the Medical
School at ANU, director of the Research Centre for the
Neurosciences of Ageing, and Senior Staff Specialist at
The Canberra Hospital. Andrew Martin (87-91) has a
child (Archer) and another on the way.

1990s – James Swinburn (94-97) has completed his
MBA and is now working for Boral. Michael Shepherd
(98-99) - is heading to Oxford to do a BCL degree. Peter
Lambousis (93-97) – has moved to New York with JP
Morgan. Jamie Platt (92-95) works for the biotechnology
company Droneon Pty Ltd which recently won the
Australian Technology Showcase Investment Ready
Award for their product Venocuff™, a biocompatible
stent that restores physiological function to the venous
circulation. Sidney Suma (1992) has been working in
Fiji since September 2002 as a Biosecurity (Quarantine)
Officer for the Secretariat of the Pacific Community
(SPC), based in Suva. Daniel Meltz (91-93) is back in
Sydney and practising at the Bar at 12th Floor Wentworth
Chambers. Will Uther (91-94) has returned to Australia
with a PhD from Carnegie Mellon and his working at NICTA,
Australia's new Information and Communications Technology
Centre of Excellence where he will continue his research in
robotics, artificial intelligence and machine learning.
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Shane Monks (94-95) has commenced his third year as
Lecturer in Law at New College, Oxford, specialising in
International Law. He is still singing in the St John's
College Choir, and toured with them to Ireland in July.
Brett Hunter (91-93) recently returned from a 12-month
project in Seoul (South Korea) where he managed a project
redesigning the processes and computer systems used by
Korea Post. He then spent 6 weeks trekking in the Indian
Himalayan mountains, returning to start a property
development company with his brother on the central
coast. Jeff Coulton (1993) is a Lecturer in Financial
Accounting and Financial Statement Analysis. He is
currently completing his PhD investigating management
earnings forecasts. Before joining UNSW, Jeff was a
lecturer in the School of Accounting at UTS and prior to
that at the University of Sydney. Jeff worked as a solicitor
for Corrs Chambers Westgarth for a number of years
before returning to academia.
His research interests
include voluntary disclosure, executive remuneration,
corporate governance and earnings management, and he
has published articles on the disclosure of executive
compensation. Scott Wharton (97-00) has rounded out
three years in the management consulting game and taken a
role managing AMP's professional services providers as
well as being involved with key strategic improvement
projects. Nick Sergi (96-99) is now the Acting Deputy
State Director for NSW, Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade. Daniel McLean (98-99) is working as a
project manager at Reach. Jeremy Moran (96-98) is
lecturing at the University of Sydney’s Dental School and
is on the Committee of the NSW Branch of the Australian
Dental Association. Phil Riley (97-99) is an Investigator for
PriceWaterhouseCoopers. Hugh Humphrey (96-98) is
working as a consultant for IBM. James Stevenson (9396) is back in College doing a Master of Business degree.
He still works full time managing the Ship Inn at Circular
Quay. Hal Ashburner (92-93) is involved with the Open
Source Software project, Gnumeric, which is a spreadsheet
program quite similar to Microsoft Excel only without the
crashes and segfaults - and the functions calculate accurately!
Rupert Dyer (98-02) is living in Beijing where he is
studying Mandarin Chinese, as well as teaching English.
Geoff Clinch (98-00) is engaged to Michelle Reed of
Sancta Sophia (99) and is working for Woolworths.
Oliver Kinsey (97-00) is currently living in Dallas, Texas
working for Ecom Trading. Peter Hawkes (98-00) has
recently married Amber Graham, formerly of Wesley
College and is now living in Lavender Bay and working for
Powertel. David Donnelly (97-02) is finishing his Medicine
degree this year. David Yeo (96-98) is currently working
at RPA Hospital and will commence surgical training in
2004. Damian Carroll (93-95) has now settled back in
Sydney on a more permanent basis and is currently working at
Dell Computers in Corporate Sales. Michael Martin ('92,
'94-'95) is still based in the Fiji islands working for Air
Pacific. When not working, he enjoys living in an island
resort! Tim Elder (96-98) - his band Appleseed has just
been signed for a record deal to Laughing Outlaw Records
in Sydney. Stuart Dear (93-96) is still working at Credit
Suisse in Sydney, where he manages fixed income
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portfolios. He recently sailed around Cape York in a twoman catamaran with an old school friend. He's planning
some further overseas travel in 2004. Cam Storey (9698) has taken up a posting as lead Sports Writer with the
Griffith Area News. Tom McKay (95-98) and Angus
Munro (95-97) have just completed an extensive tour
through South America. In Peru the highlight of their trip
was a traditional moonlight barbecue with eight Bosnian
tourists and an Israeli in the shadows of the great Inca
ruins. Tom has returned to work in the finance industry in
London, whilst Angus is due back in Australia at year's
end. Alex Blomfield (96-98) is working as a lawyer at
Corrs Chambers Westgarth in IT, studying a Masters of
International Law at Sydney University part time; and
coordinating a national music festival as a fundraiser for
Amnesty International. Henry Thirlwall (97-98) has just
returned from almost two years overseas where he spent
almost seven months in Nepal placing people in volunteer
programs.
Nigel Conolly (95-98) does Business
Development for ESRI Australia, the Geographic
Information Systems specialists, in the Sydney office.

'Peter Boulton Day'
A pre-season, fifty-over cricket match was held on the
College Oval on Sunday 21 September between St Paul's
College and a Residual SUCC Firsts and Fifths side. The
day provided an enjoyable sporting fixture, included a
luncheon, and an opportunity for the men in College to
remember Peter Boulton (01-02) who died in 2002 after
a lengthy battle with cancer. Many parents, friends and
Old Boys participated in the day, bringing picnic lunches
and BBQ supplies. During the luncheon break, many
participated in a golf-chipping competition to see who
could get closest to the stumps. The College Chapel
Service on Tuesday 23 September included a charity
collection, which augmented the funds raised at the
cricket.

Diary 2003/04
Please note the following dates for your Diary
NOVEMBER
Mon 10 Exams Commence
Tue 25
Annual Carol Service, 7.30pm
JANUARY
Sun 25
St Paul’s Day
APRIL
Fri 9
Good Friday
JULY
Fri/Sat 16/17
Victoriana!
Fri/Sat 23/24
Victoriana!

2004 Academic Year
• Summer School: 5 January – 5 March
• Semester One: 8 March – 2 July
• Semester Two: 26 July – 20 November

